Bar Chart  View trends and patterns over time and select groupings to create subsets or remove individual records from the dataset.

Data Settings  Make changes to the data set by selecting a new indicator, viewing disaggregations or limiting measures. Sort the data or export it for use in other programs including Excel.

Legend  Select groupings of data to create subsets and view data groupings.

Time Slider  View data over the years. Find trends and patterns using the auto play function at specified speed intervals.

Data Table  View data records for each town. Sort or select records for a closer look.

CHANGE INDICATOR
- Limit Indicator List by Subject Area
- Select Indicator: CMT results by level goal or above math, Grade 3, Percent (2015)
- Select Disaggregation: -- view disaggregation --
- Export Data

TIPS / METADATA / TOOLS
- Limit measure to indicators
- Hide uncommon measures
- Lock height axis
- Lock it
- Sort by Town
- Sort